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1 Overview 

Comments seen during the development of recent Technical Bulletins have shown that the Device Profile could be 

improved with comments to assist the users when completing areas of the Device Profile where functionality is not 

supported in their device. For example, to produce an XML Device Profile that validates against the schema: 

1. Should XML elements be omitted? 

2. Should XML elements contains specific settings? 

This Technical Bulletin adds comments to the Device Profile to clarify the above. 

 

NB. In section 2 onwards, text that is shown in red represents words to be removed from the application notes and text 

in blue represents words to be inserted into the notes. Table boxes highlighted in red are showing formatting details 

and have no relevance for text changes. 
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2 Changes to the Device Profile 

Note that changes are only adding comment so there is no version number change of the Device 

Profile.  

2.1 Device profile section 1.1 

Make the following changes to this section of the Device Profile and the supporting XML suite 
 

1.1.2 Vendor Name: 

The name of the organisation producing the device. 

Enter the “Device manufacturers name string” as listed 
at www.witsprotocol.org. 

 

2.2 Device profile section 1.2 

Make the following changes to this section of the Device Profile and the supporting XML suite 
 

1.2.3 Supports incoming connections: 

For Field Devices an incoming connection is from the 
Master Station to the Field Device. 

For Master Stations an incoming connection is from a 
Field Device to the Master Station. 

 Yes 

 No 

1.2.4 Incoming connection availability: 

Incoming connections may not always be available, for 
example with a battery powered device. 

Enter “Never” if incoming connections are not supported. 

 Always 

 Never (outgoing connections only) 

 Periodic 

1.2.5 Periodic availability start date/time: 

Only enter a start date/time if the incoming connection 
availability is set to “Periodic”. 

 

1.2.6 Periodic availability end date/time: 

Only enter an end date/time if the incoming connection 
availability is set to “Periodic”. 

 

1.2.7 Periodic availability repeat interval (minutes): 

Only enter a repeat interval if the incoming connection 
availability is set to “Periodic”. 
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1.2.10 Supports scheduled connections:  Not applicable – no outgoing connections 
 Yes 
 No 

1.2.11 Scheduled connection repeat interval 
(minutes): 

The Field Device may impose restrictions on the 
available repeat interval. 

Enter “None” if scheduled connections are not 
supported. 

 None  
 Fixed at ___________ 
 Configurable, range ___ to ___ 
 Configurable, selectable from 
____,____,____ 

 Configurable, other, describe 
____________ 

 

2.3 Device profile section 1.4 

Make the following changes to this section of the Device Profile and the supporting XML suite 
 

1.4.2 Limit types: 

Each limit may be a high (positive) limit or a low 
(negative) limit. The type of each limit may be fixed or 
configurable. 

Enter “Not Supported” if analogue points are not 
supported or if the limit number is not supported (the 
type of ALL 10 limits must be defined in the Device 
Profile). 

Limit 1: 

 Not supported   Low   High 

 Configurable 
Limit 2: 

 Not supported   Low   High 

 Configurable 
Limit 3: 

1.4.3 Hysteresis: 

Enter “Not Supported” if analogue points are not supported. 

 Not supported 

 Single hysteresis per point (all limits are the 
same) 

 Separate hysteresis per limit 

1.4.4 Persistence: 

Enter “Not Supported” if analogue points are not supported. 

 Not supported 

 Single persistence for entering and leaving 
state 

 Separate persistence for entering and leaving 
state 

1.4.5 Enter state persistence: 

Enter “Not Supported” if analogue points are not supported 

or if persistence is not supported. 

 

 Not supported 

 Single enter state persistence per point (all 
limits are the same) 

 Separate enter state persistence per limit 

1.4.6 Leave state persistence: 

Enter “Not Supported” if analogue points are not supported 

or if persistence is not supported. 

 Not supported 

 Single leave state persistence per point (all 
limits are the same) 

 Separate leave state persistence per limit 

1.4 7 Persistence resolution (ms): 

Enter 0 if analogue points are not supported or if persistence 

is not supported. 

 

1.4.8 Supports overriding analogue input points: 

Enter “No” if analogue points are not supported. 

 Yes 

 No 

1.4.9 Supports overriding analogue output points: 

Enter “No” if analogue points are not supported. 

 Yes 

 No 
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1.4.10 Raw value types: 

Types of raw value supported by the device. 

If analogue points are not supported then maintain this 
element in the Device Profile but leave all options 
unselected. 

 Integer 

 Unsigned integer 

 Single precision floating point 

1.4.11 Supports scaling of analogue output points: 

Enter “No” if analogue points are not supported. 

 Yes 

 No 

1.4.12 Supports significant change detection: 

See note 1 below 

 Yes 

 No 

1.4.13 Supports IC record 1019 download: 

See note 1 below 
Enter “No” if significant change detection is not 
supported. 

 Yes 

 No 

1.4.14 Significant change algorithm: 

See note 1 below 
Enter “Not supported” if significant change detection is 
not supported. 

 Not supported 

 Simple (preferred) 

 Other, describe: _________ 

Note 1: These entries are introduced in protocol version 3.0 

 

2.4 Device profile section 1.5 

Make the following changes to this section of the Device Profile and the supporting XML suite 
 

1.5.2 Supports overriding counter points: 

Enter “No” if counter points are not supported. 

 Yes 

 No 

1.5.3 Supports end of period reset: 

Enter “No” if counter points are not supported. 

 Yes 

 No 

 

2.5 Device profile section 1.6 

Make the following changes to this section of the Device Profile and the supporting XML suite 
 

1.6.4 Persistence: 

Enter “Not supported” if binary points are not 
supported. 

 Not supported 

 Single persistence per point (all states are the 
same) 

 Separate persistence per state 

1.6.5 Persistence resolution (ms): 

Enter 0 if persistence is not supported or if binary points 
are not supported. 
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1.6.6 Implementation of persistence: 

When a Field Device supports persistence, two 
methods are identified for Field Devices implementing 
binary point state persistence: 

1. The FD database is updated to show the new 
point value as soon as the point changes 

2. The FD database is updated to show the new 
point value only after the change has persisted 
for any configured persistence time 

Note: The current database value is used when the 
Field Device creates log entries, creates dataset 
events or builds standard DNP3 object responses. 

Enter “Not applicable” if persistence is not supported or 
if binary points are not supported. 

 

 Not applicable 

 

 Fixed, implemented as method 1 

 Fixed, implemented as method 2 

 

 Configurable for either method 

 

2.6 Device profile section 1.7 

Make the following changes to this section of the Device Profile and the supporting XML suite 
 

1.7.5 Interpolation Time (minutes):  

The valid Interpolation Times that can be used when 
calculating a Profile Control Value. Enter zero “Fixed at 
0” if profiles control values or interpolation is not 
supported. 

See footnote 

 Fixed at ___________ 

 Configurable, range ___ to ____ 

 Configurable, selectable from ____,____,____ 

 Configurable, other, describe ____________ 

 

 

2.7 Device profile section 1.11 

Make the following changes to this section of the Device Profile and the supporting XML suite 
 

1.11.2 Supported log types: 

If logging is not supported then maintain this element in 
the Device Profile but leave both options unselected. 

 Time logs 

 Event logs 

1.11.3 Supports associated values: 

A device may support storing associated minimum, 
maximum and/or mean values in its log files. 

 Yes 

 No 

1.11.4 Log file overflow behaviour: 

For Field Devices if logging is not supported then 
maintain this element in the Device Profile but leave all 
options unselected. 

For Master Stations maintain this element in the Device 
Profile but leave al options unselected. 

 Discard the oldest data  

 Discard the newest data 

 Other, explain _________________________ 
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1.11.5 Detects log file filling: 

A device may report that one of its log files is filling 
when its size exceeds a percentage of the maximum 
size. It will continue to report that the log files are filling 
until its size is below a percentage of the maximum 
size. 

Enter “No” if logging is not supported. 

 Yes 

 No 

Filling threshold: 

 Fixed at _______ % 

 Configurable, range ___  to ___ % 

 Configurable, selectable from ___ , ___,___ % 

 Configurable, other, describe ____________ 

No longer filling threshold: 

 Fixed at ________ % 

 Configurable, range ___  to ___ % 

 Configurable, selectable from ___ ,___ ,___ % 

 Configurable, other, describe ___________ 

1.11.6 Supported periodic logging rate (minutes): 

Enter “Fixed at 0” if logging is not supported. 

 Fixed at ______ 

 Configurable, range ___ to ____ 

 Configurable, selectable from ____,____,____ 

 Configurable, other, describe ____________ 

1.11.7 Supported periodic logging offsets 
(seconds): 

Enter “Fixed at 0” if logging is not supported. 

 Fixed at ______ 

 Configurable, range _____ to _____ 

 Configurable, selectable from ____,____,____ 

 Configurable, other, describe ____________ 

 

2.8 Device profile section 1.13 

Make the following changes to this section of the Device Profile and the supporting XML suite 
 

1.13.3 Supports firmware download: 

A device that supports downloading firmware updates 
will recognize a file as being a firmware update based 
on the name of the file. The filename should include a 
path (if required). 

For Master Stations that support firmware download 
enter a filename of “*.*” to indicate that it uses the 
relevant filename for the Field Device. 

 
 Yes 

Filename _________________________ 

 

 No 

1.13.4 Maximum size of incremental configuration 
file (bytes): 

Enter 0 if configuration download and upload is not 
supported. 

 

1.13.5 Supports template bulk configuration:  Yes 

 No 

1.13.6 Activate bulk configuration: 

A device may either cold restart or warm restart when a 
new bulk configuration file is activated. 

Enter “Cold Restart” if configuration download is not 
supported. 

 Cold Restart 

 Warm Restart 
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2.9 Device profile section 1.15 

Make the following changes to this section of the Device Profile and the supporting XML suite 
 

1.15.2 Number of points supported for high speed 
data sampling: 

Indicate any limitations in the Field Device about the 
analogue input points that may be used with high 
speed data sampling. For example, the Field Device 
may support high speed data sampling with: 

• all analogue input points  

• a maximum number of analogue input points 

• a specific list of analogue input points 

• some other combination of points 

Enter “Maximum of 0 AI points” if high speed data 
sampling is not supported. 

 
 All AI points 
 Maximum of ____ AI points 
 List of points AI ____ , AI ____ ,   AI ____ 
 Other, describe ________ 

1.15.3 Sampling rate (milliseconds): 

The valid sampling rate to be applied to ALL high 
speed sampled data. Enter “Fixed at 0” if high speed 
data sampling is not supported. 

Not all Field Devices are expected to be able to save 
sample data at 1 ms intervals. When high speed data 
samples are supported indicate the lowest resolution of 
the sample rate supported by the Field Device. For 
example a Field Device with a fastest logging rate of 1 
minute would configure a value of 60000. 

The smallest resolution element must appear in the 
Device Profile so enter “0” if high speed data sampling 
is not supported. 

 Fixed at _____ 
 Configurable, range _____ to   _____ 
 Configurable, selectable from 
   ____ , ____ , ____ 

 Configurable, other, describe 
______________ 

 
Smallest resolution of sample rate supported 

by the Field Device: 
 _____ ms 

1.15.4 Cycle size (records): 

The size of the store to hold ALL high speed sampled 
data records. Enter “Fixed at 0” if high speed data 
sampling is not supported. 

 
 Fixed at _____ records 
 Configurable, range _____ to   _____ 
records 

 Configurable, selectable from 
   ____ , ____ , ____ records 

 Configurable, other, describe 
______________ 

 

 

 


